
Compact zoom 
lenses 
by Ellis Betensky 

B ecause early photographic zoom 
lenses replaced either fixed focal 

length lenses or afocal attachments 
placed in front of the objective lens, it 
is not surprising that they contained a 
fixed rear portion that resembled a 
conventional photographic objective 
•and was referred to as a "prime" lens. 
The front zooming portion was usu
ally afocal and, while normally only 
two groups are necessary to zoom 
and maintain focus, the need for a 
separate focusing group dictated the 
use of a third front group. Thus, the 
four-group zoom lens conceived. 

Zoom lenses for cine, video, and, 
later, single lens reflex cameras (SLR) 
had common features: parallax-free 
viewing, out-of-focus detectability, 
and constant relative aperture during 
zooming. The four-group zoom lens 
with an aperture stop in a fixed rear 
portion and a reflex mirror in front of 
the image plane provided for all of 
these features. When size and cost 
contraints are not too severe, this type 
of design has utility yet today, but it 
does not provide compactness. 

The need for wide angle SLRs led 
to the development of the basic two-
group zoom. A first negative group, 
serving both to focus and compen
sate, is followed by a positive zoom
ing group. The commercial success of 
this lens was due to two innovations: 
the mechanical ability to focus and 
zoom the same group, and the ability 
of the SLR camera to set exposure 
correctly, even though the moving iris 
diaphragm causes a varying relative 

FIGURE 1. A simple 1.5:1 zoom lens for 35 millimeter1 having a positive first 
group followed by a negative zooming group. The lens is stored in its short 
focal length position, and is only slightly longer than its focal length. 
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The compact zoom is 
developing at a fast pace, 

particularly because of the 
inclusion of aspherical 

surfaces. 

aperture. The reflex mirror viewing 
system requires a long back focal 
length, so the positive zooming lens 
also must have a long focal length. 
The result is a large zooming motion 
that precludes extreme compactness. 

A few years ago in Japan it was re
alized that if an autofocus system is 
used together with autoexposure and 
a zooming finder, the last remaining 
restriction—the long back focal 
length—could be eliminated. Appar
ently, parallax-free viewing was not 
regarded as very important because it 
disappeared with the reflex viewing 
system, but the result is a remarkably 
small point-and-shoot zoom lens 
camera. 

New designs 

The first zoom lenses for compact 
cameras covered a limited range, typi
cally 1.5:1, and consisted of two 
groups: a first positive group and a 
second negative group (Fig. 1). At the 
short focal length position, the nega
tive group is near the image surface of 
the first group, so the storage length 
of the zoom lens is only slightly lon
ger than the shortest focal length of 
the zoom. In the case of a distant ob
ject, the first group must only com
pensate for change of focus intro
duced by the zooming motion of the 
second group. This leaves the change 
of magnification entirely to the sec
ond group. However, being a nega
tive element near the image formed 

FIGURE 2. A positive field flattener2 is added to compensate for the field cur
vature introduced by the zooming element. 

by the first group, it must operate at 
magnifications greater than plus uni
ty, unlike previous lens types that op
erated through the region of minus 
unity. 

Most of the early forms of this de

sign type were comprised of a triplet 
first group, followed by a variety of 
second groups. Because the triplet is 
corrected for all of the primary aber
rations, it must be modified to com
pensate for the field curvature intro-
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With sufficient movement 
and complexity of 

construction, the focal 
length range can be 

extended significantly. 

duced by the second group. One at
tempt to preserve the triplet 
construction is to introduce a positive 
field flattener (Fig. 2). Other newer 
designs have greater zoom ranges, at 
least 2:1, and depart from the triplet 
construction (Fig. 3). 

Future developments 
The compact zoom is developing at 

a fast pace, particularly because of the 
inclusion of aspherical surfaces. As 
with other zoom lenses, correction of 
primary field curvature is a problem 
only if the lens is too short, and then 
the curvature is overcorrected; thus, 
additional negative surfaces are need
ed only for color correction. This sug
gests the possibility of using aspherics 
to correct primary aberrations. 

Wi th sufficient movement and 
complexity of construction, the focal 
length range can be extended signifi
cantly. Of course, the relative aper
ture decreases as the focal length in
creases, and perhaps it will be a limit
ing factor, but certainly the lack of 
parallax correction will become more 
significant as the range is extended. 
N o doubt, more new optical systems 
will result. 
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FIGURE 3. A compact zoom lens3 designed for a range in excess of 2:1. The 
first positive group has evolved from the triplet, and aspherics are frequently 
employed. 
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